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15th September to 17th October 2017 
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$6395 (estimated as at 31st March 2016) 

(based on a minimum of 8 participants and subject to currency fluctuations) 
Any payments by visa or mastercard adds $150 to the final invoice 

Trip leader : Joe Nawalaniec 
 
 

For Kiwi trampers, Ladakh is  about as exotic and vibrant as it gets. This itinerary covers all the highlights 
in a mix of tramping, history, culture, monasteries, local cuisine, bazaars, rare wildlife and much more. 

We travel from snowbound passes to ethereal lakes, and marvel at living monasteries and religious sites 
untouched by the ravages of the Cultural Revolution over the border in nearby Tibet. 

The wilderness and cultural values here are exceptional. We encounter ibex, bharal, lamergeier and maybe snow 
leopard, bear and wolf. We live with villagers in their own homes, infused by a lifestyle that is more than a 

thousand years old. This is a charming slice of real Central Asia which is accessible and exceptionally rewarding. 
The views are gob-smacking, the Buddhism  peaceful and calming, the Silk Road history  intriguing and the 

tramping varied and very satisfying. 
 
 

PRICE INCLUDES : 

 Flights from Auckland, Wellington or Christchurch – Delhi – Leh  return plus  airport transfers 

 All accommodation : 15 nights hotels in Delhi, Leh and four other locations,  otherwise village homestays 
and  tent camps 

 All transport : vehicles as appropriate, on foot tramping and several bicycle rides 

 Most meals 

 The services of an experienced and knowledgeable Kiwi leader throughout, payment to FMC 

 Full support of local operator and staff, all camping equipment, inclusions as shown in the daily itinerary 
and a group tips allowance 

 
PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE : 

 Travel insurance (mandatory) 

 Personal incidental expenses, two lunches and one dinner in Delhi, three lunches in Leh and any optional 
activities 

 Indian tourist visa (online) 

http://www.fmc.org.nz/
mailto:john@tsnapier.co.nz


Trip Leader 
 
Joe has been a school teacher for thirty years (presently teaching a bit of outdoor ed) and has been poking around in 
odd corners of NZs bush and mountains since his early teens. He and his wife Vicky have enjoyed a lifetime of fun 
adventures, which have included memorable tramping and mountain bagging trips through Europe, America and Asia, 
and, of course, NZ. 
“I’ve been fortunate to manage three trips to stunning India for over 6 months of independent (and usually arduous) 
travel throughout the country, and have a deep affection for the place and its people. Much of my Ladakhi travel has 
been solo, or with Vicky, and off the beaten trail. I have trekked and visited the hard to get to places of our tour and I 
am very excited to be returning there on this trip. Ladakh is incredibly exotic and magnetic and it keeps drawing me 
back. Vicky and I have crossed dozens of high (4000 – 5000m+) Ladakhi passes, in all kinds of weather and 
circumstances. I have solo climbed and also guided several of the 6000ers, including the first recorded ascent of Suku 
Kangri (at the onset of the Himalayan winter). I have a very good idea of what to expect, am confident to be able to 
make this journey a lot of fun, and am very aware of the contingencies. Bang for buck, commencing from NZ, this trip 
also represents some truly remarkable value. 
You are welcome to contact me with questions, of if you need more information : aspiring3033@hotmail.com 
 
I’m  delighted to have seconded Joe to lead this trip and  I’m confident you will have a brilliant trip to Ladakh with him, 
and will also be captivated by the country and its people.  

 Joe conquers Mt Aspiring! 
 
Joe has a good working relationship with the Head Guide and Manager of our local touring company, Hayan Himalaya 
-  Mr Tsewang Lee Gyatso (refered to as “Gyatso”), and we can vouch for his judgement and professionalism. Joe is 
looking forward to working again with Gyatso and Hayan Himalaya. 
 

 
Overview 
 
Tipping can be a vexed issue for Kiwis abroad. Tipping is an accepted practice in Ladakh and  to make management of 
this easier, we have included a tips allowance of NZ$30 per person, which Joe will administer. 
Gyatso won’t receive a tip and neither will the drivers, who are well remunerated externally-contracted taxi operators. 
General monastery donations are already included in our arrangements with Gyatso. 
So our tips allowance goes largely to support the 4 – 5 trekking staff. 
It is also a good idea to privately top this up and to have extra rupees for Delhi rickshaw drivers, barbers, shoe shine 
boys and the like - should you avail of their services. 
 
Currency is the Indian Rupee and this can be pre-purchased in NZ before you leave or on arrival into Delhi Airport. 
Indian ATM’s are plentiful too, but it is sensible to have a supply of cash. Credit cards can be used for larger souvenir 
type purchases, but cash is king at markets and smaller places away from Delhi and Leh. 

mailto:aspiring3033@hotmail.com


There are two lunches and a dinner in Delhi to pay for, and a handful of meals in Leh, otherwise all your meals are 
included. 
 
The following day to day itinerary is quite detailed and included meals are shown as B.L.D. 
We use a pleasant, modern and central Delhi hotel as our base there, with rooms set up for couples or as twin share. 
The location is excellent being central to transport and many of the sights of this amazing city. 
 
Once we move to the State of Ladakh and arrive into Leh, we are truly in the mountains now. Leh is around 3500m so 
the effects of altitude will need a couple of days to get used to, and the itinerary amply provides for that. 
Although a small city of 30,000, Leh is the busy and bustling capital of Ladakh and sits in the Indus River valley. It is a 
crossroads of old trading routes, quite compact and easy to walk around. It is also a safe place and has a wide range 
of restaurants offering Indian, Tibetan and western fare. The main bazaar and Tibetan market are good places to shop 
for souvenirs. Our hotel in Leh is also well located and an excellent base as the itinerary takes us ‘out and back’ several 
times. If you have any surplus gear, then this may be stored at the hotel. Safe filtered and bottled water is readily 
available in Leh. 
 
The roads in Ladakh are time consuming, being narrow and winding  and there are  numerous military checkpoints. 
Our Inner Line special military permits are arranged for us. Our drivers are local and well versed with the conditions 
encountered. Likewise the transport  is  appropriate to the needs of the journey. Plenty of breaks are included when we 
travel, for photography, visits to sights and comfort breaks etc.  
 
A pre-trip newsletter will include important items and a full gear list etc. 
 
 

Itinerary 
 
Day 1. Fri 15th Sep. Flights 
Depart Auckland (– Wellington – Christchurch) this evening. 
 
Day 2. Sat 16th Sep. Arrive Delhi 
You will be welcomed at Delhi Airport by Joe and transferred into the city and the hotel. Joe will give you a brief intro’ 
to the trip and take you out for a ‘welcome to India’ meal. D. 
 
Day 3. Sun 17th Sep. Delhi orientation 
Delhi can be pretty overwhelming for the first timer – the pressure of people, the chaotic streets, colours, sights and 
smells. Joe will take you on an orientation of this exciting and challenging place, likely to include some of the major 
sights such as Jama Mashid, Red Fort, India Gate, Connaught Circle and Chandni Chowk. We stop for a superb street 
food lunch and perhaps an excellent local lager to cool you down! Back to the hotel for a refresh and an early night 
ahead of the early start tomorrow. B. 
 
Day 4. Mon 18th Sep. Delhi to Leh 
A very early start to get to the airport, we grab a quick bite at the terminal prior our flight departure at 6am. Have your 
cameras ready for the possible gorgeous sunrise over the Himalayas – Nanga Parbat out left, Nanda Devi to our right. 
On arrival into Leh we will meet up with Tsewang Gyatso and his staff and transfer to the hotel. Leh is at 3500m so it 
will take a while to acclimatise to the altitude, so rest and hydration are important today. Enjoy a stroll to Leh Bazaar 
perhaps. Lunch & dinner at the hotel. L. D. 
 
Day 5. Tue 19th Sep. Explore Leh 
A more relaxed start today. The intense autumn sun, golden poplars, and huge blue skies under the dramatic ice clad 
peaks are somewhat reminiscent of Central Otago. Stok Kangri (6153m) and Suku Kangri (6005m) are magnificently 
imposing. Take a walk up to the stunning Leh Palace (the old royal family home at 3600m) and in the same style as 
Lhasa’s Potala Palace. We weave through the alleyways of the old town and marketplace and later enjoy an early 
sunset view from Shanti Stupa (3650m) before returning to the hotel for dinner and rest. 
Leh is a veritable exotic Shangri-la, so make sure your camera batteries are charged up! B.D. 
 
Day 6. Wed 20th Sep. Walking and touring in the Indus Valley 



This morning, an easy 2 – 3 hour walk begins behind the Fort and leads through dry grasses to Sabu Village, where we 
are picked up by Gyatso’s vehicles for a one hour drive to Hemis  Monastery (3520m). Built in the 14th to 16th centuries, 
we tour this impressive edifice followed by a 3km walk to a special meditational place (Gotsang) for the Hemis monks. 
At Hemis we will have a packed lunch. Next we drive to visit the 14th century Thiksay Gompa (known by locals as ‘Little 
Lhasa’), one of the most beautiful religious complexes in Ladakh. After this, we drop into Shey Palace, the ancient 
capital of Ladakh, and see the big copper statue of Buddha built in 1633. Return to the hotel in time for dinner. B.L.D. 
 
Day 7. Thu 21st Sep. Leh to Nubra Valley 
Today we drive across the Ladakh Range into the Nubra Valley, via the Khardung La. Believed to be the highest 
motorable pass on earth (incorrectly ascribed a height of 5605m). Joe’s calibrated altimeter gives it a slightly more 
humble 5370m. There is a logical reason for this discrepancy which Joe will explain along the way, along with some 
other funny anecdotes. 
A stop will be made at the pass or La and further down in Khardung Village for a tea stop and photos, while enjoying 
incredible views of Ladakh’s giants : Saser Kangri (7672m) and her swathe of attendant peaks. 
A cooked lunch will be served at the hotel. There is an organised camel safari in the sand dunes, and we explore Hunder 
Village on the broad Shyok river valley (3050m). Our guesthouse for the night is here. 
The driving distance is 126km and approx’ 5 hours travel today. B.L.D. 
 
Day 8. Fri 22nd Sep. Nubra Valley to Leh 
A pre-breakfast walk for a change, then we visit Diskit Monastery, before our 2300m drive back up to the Khardung La. 
Enjoy a packed lunch at the summit, with some of the best views in Ladakh. From the expansive pass, we commence a 
1900m, 3 hour, free-wheeling bike descent all the way back to our hotel in Leh. The drive up to the pass is 85km, and 
you do the remaining 41km on the bikes. B.L.D. 
 
Day 9. Sat 23rd Sep. Leh - Zingchen – Yurutse 
After an early breakfast, we begin our Markha Valley trek. Driving past Spituk Gompa (3280m), along the moonscape 
of the Indus Valley, we turn up the Zingchen River and reach Zingchen Village (3600m). Our walk goes up a pretty gorge 
at a moderate gradient, where the valley opens out at Rumbak Village (3800m). Unusual looking solar cookers dot the 
area. We head up, weaving across the stream, on past Yurutse Village (4100m) with its collection of stained ibex horns. 
Past the village and surrounded by barley fields, is our first night’s camp. B.L.D. 
 
Day 10. Sun 24th Sep. Yurutse – Ganda La – Skiu 
Gaining views of the Mt. Aspiring-like Stok Kangri (6153m), we ascend and descend our first trekking pass. We head up 
fairly steeply past Ganda La base camp (4500m), following a pony trail to the cairned and windy Ganda La (4970m). 
Stunning views of the Zanskar and Ladakh Ranges abound, as well as the distant Himalaya Range. Keep an eye peeled 
for marmots. This is our first crossing of the Stok Range. Then we descend down past Shingo Village (4150m), and 
through the impressive Shingo Canyon to Skiu Village (3700m), where the Shingri and Markha Rivers conjoin. This 
concludes our 7 – 8 hour walk. It’s an impressive rock-walled place, with the village sitting in the base of the vertical 
defile. Tonight we are in a homestay. B.L.D.  
 
Day 11. Mon 25th Sep. Skiu – Markha 
Today our 5 – 6 hours walking is more gentle than yesterday. We amble up a pretty valley and will see stone mani 
walls, hopefully some circling lamergeiers, and fruiting seabuckthorn bushes. The latter is edible, but tart! The caramel 
coloured rock and autumn leaves gives this semi-desert a solemn beauty. 
The incline is gentle from Skiu to charming Markha hamlet (3850m), as we cross rickety bridges and follow dusty side 
trails. As well as green fields, willows and a deserted palace, it is possible to taste effervescent chang (millet beer) here. 
To really experience the local culture and people, we will again homestay tonight. B.L.D. 
 
Day 12. Tue 26th Sep. Markha – Thochungtse 
We head into the upper Markha Valley, and criss-cross the stream as we amble through small settlements towards 
Hankar Village (3935m) and its old fort. We pass soporific hamlets, barley fields and grazing animals, before gaining 
our first stunning views of Kang Yatze (6400m). We will camp in a great wilderness at Thochungste (4300m), on a 
summer grazing terrace among dun-hued peaks. 4 – 5 hours walking today. B.L.D. 
 
Day 13. Wed 27th Sep. Thochungtse – Nimaling 
Only a couple of hours walking today but still some climbing, ascending 550m to the Nimaling Plains at 4750m. This is 
beguiling country, unique and otherworldly. We go past some pretty alpine tarns to this upland plateau of grazing 



lands, where wind is a frequent companion. Backdropping our tents are the ice-clad peaks of Kang Yatze and Dzo Jongo. 
Joe may lead an optional exploratory posse up the Nimaling Chu for those who are keen or want even more in their 
day. B.L.D. 
 
Day 14. Thu 28th Sep. Rest day 
Rest, or further exploration today. Joe has an optional day trip planned to above the Kang Yatze base camp (+5200m), 
or you are free to explore the surrounding landscape, a photographers dream. For the trip up Kang Yatze, Gyatso will 
supply packed lunches and crampons/ice-axes if needed. B.L.D. 
 
Day 15. Fri 29th Sep. Nimaling – Kongmaru La – Chogdo 
After an early breakfast, we leave the Markha headwaters and climb steadily up to the remote, flag-strewn and 
snowbound Kongmaru La (5200m), the highest point on the trek. From this airy pass we can see the Nun Kun massif 
(7135m) to the west, and our old friend Saser Kangri (7672m) to the north. If we are lucky, we’ll come across fresh 
snow leopard footprints in the melt. There is a steep descent into the head of the Martselang River, and all the way 
down to Chogdo (4000m), past the springs at Chuskyurmo (4200m). 
After our 5 – 6 hour walk today, we’ll camp at Chogdo or Sukarmo. B.L.D. 
 
Day 16. Sat 30th Sep. Chogdo – Hemis – Leh 
An easy 2 – 3 hour amble down to the road at Shang Sumdo to meet our vehicles, and we continue on past Martselang 
for an optional re-exploration and photoshoot of Hemis Monastery again. 
After our drive back to Leh, time for a hot lunch at the hotel and shower and laundry time. Dinner at the hotel. B.L.D. 
 
Day 17. Sun 1st Oct. Zanskar River Gorge – rafting /walking / biking 
An easy brunch, then we have a road and biking tour at Chilling Village (3200m) and Lama Guru, where the impressive 
Zanskar disburses from Chadar gorge. Some white-water rafting may be on the cards for those who want it, as an 
optional extra (depending on weather and river conditions), and demand. 
A new road is being pushed up this gorge – we will drive as far as we are able, and then spend a couple of hours 
exploring on foot through the spectacular canyon, before returning to our vehicles and biking back down past Chilling 
Village. Enjoy a packed lunch beside the river. Dinner back at the hotel. B.L.D. 
If you prefer to have a full day off instead, there is no problem to remain in Leh. 
 
Day 18. Mon 2nd Oct. Leh – Liker – Alchi – Lamayuru – Wanla 
A day of travel and cultural sights along the way.  
After breakfast we drive on the Srinagar highway via the Zanskar / Indus River confluence and on to the Liker 
Monastery. Then on to the incredible 11th century Alchi gompa, and one of the oldest in Ladakh. We have a cooked 
lunch in Alchi before driving up to the actual oldest monastery, Lamayuru (3510m). This sprawling complex perched in 
its moonscape was built in the mid 10th century. 
Our drive totals 126km, a little under 4 hours. We camp tonight at Wanla Village (3150m), with the Old King’s Palace 
and Wanla Monastery definitely worth exploring. B.L.D. 
 
Day 19. Tue 3rd Oct. Wanla – Tarchit – Phanjila – Manupatta 
An easy road walk takes us from Wanla up a lovely valley, which narrows through two gorges as we head toward 
Hanupatta Village. As we travel via Phanjila (3270m), mountains tower above and the Yapola River narrows. Another 
4 hours brings up us to our campsite 1km past Hanupatta (3760m), next to the Spang River. Sweet briar and rosebushes 
decorate the barren bluffs. Around 6 hours walking today. B.L.D. 
 
Day 20. Wed 4th Oct. Hanupatta – Sirsir La – Photoksar 
A solid 6 – 7 hours walking today so an early start. The route follows the Spang River in its wide valley, before recrossing, 
and commencing our long 2 – 3 hour ascent up onto the Sirsir La (4760m). From the summit over lunch we get 
panoramic views of the Zanskar Range, as well as a good view of our next pass, the Singge La (5090m). It’s another 2 
hours or so walk down to the green fields of Photoksar Village (4150m), surrounded by cliffs and sky-piercing 
mountains. The trail towards Sumdo disappears into a deep cleft to the right of the village. We camp close to the village 
tonight, and enjoy a well deserved rest. B.L.D. 
 
Day 21. Thu 5th Oct. Photoksar – Singge La – foot of Singge La 
After crossing the small Bumitste La (4400m) early on, we enter the broad and cultivated Photang Valley, rather 
beautiful, with locals grazing their yaks and dzos. The Zanskar landscape is fascinating and ever changing. A turned 



corner, or another pass surmounted, and a whole new world appears in front of you. Passing through caramel coloured 
cliffs and autumnal fields, this region assumes an amazing form and life of its own – the colour and shadows changing 
with the sun. 
We zig-zag towards the Singge La or “Lion Pass” (5000m), where the views really deliver. After soaking in the incredible 
scenery, we have an easy walk down through Champado Gongma to our campsite (4450m) and can finally relax after 
our 7 – 8 hours walking today. B.L.D. 
 
Day 22. Fri 6th Oct. Singge La base – Lingshed 
We follow the trail high above the river past Stayang (4450m), with the mountains becoming more gentle and mellow, 
before descending from the Kiupa La (4430m) down the zig-zags to the villages of Gongma (3850m) and Skiumpatta. 
From here we climb a gentle trail to the Margun La (4380m), from where we can see Lingshed Village, an hour or so 
away. After 5 hours walk today, our campsite in Lingshed (4000m) is just by the Gelugpa Monastery, housing around 
60 monks. This gompa, constructed on top of a hill by Lotsava Rinchen Tsangpo, is worth exploring. Lingshed is a spread 
out village amongst fields of barley. B.L.D. 
 
Day 23. Sat 7th Oct. Lingshed – Hanuma La – Snertse 
A long day of 7 – 8 hours. After leaving Lingshed there are some ups and downs through the Sabkang La (4165m) before 
we reach the base camp (4010m) of the Hamuma La (4720m), and our zig-zag climb to its top. The walk is then gentle, 
before we enter a spectacular rocky canyon, after which the valley flattens out. The trail follows the Mimashisha  
riverbed with sweetbriar and wild roses. Just above the campsite of Snertse (3860m), there’s a herder’s camp, where 
sometimes fresh milk, curd and cheese is available. Fossils can be fossicked from the riverbed here, and the locals have 
some of their own collections that are worth seeing. B.L.D. 
 
Day 24. Sun 8th Oct. Snertse – Parfi La – Hanamur 
The Parfi La (3950m) is an easy short walk from Snertse. There is a great lookout with views up to the pass and down 
the Oma Chu River. A juniper covered trail wanders 500m down the valley, across a bridge and up onto Parfi La. If we 
strike it lucky, it’s possible to glimpse a rare inhabitant of these parts – the Himalayan brown bear. We may also see 
herds of Himalayan bharal and the odd ibex. The rugged Zanskar River appears on our left, and we walk down to the 
bank, following it upstream to the village of Hanamur (3380m) for our tree-lined camp. B.L.D. 
 
Day 25. Mon 9th Oct. Hannamur – Pishu 
An easy stretch through the barren landscape beside the Zanskar River as we pass Pidmo Village (3420m) with its  8 – 
9 families living a simple, very traditional life. We arrive at Pishu (3470m) on the west side of the river, connected to 
the former tiny kingdom of Zangla by a 55m bridge – the longest on this wild river. 
After 4 – 5 hours, we’ve now finished the tramping section of this trip, and can finally put our feet up at our spring-fed 
Pishu campsite meadow. B.L.D. 
 
Day 26. Tue 10th Oct. Pishu – Zangla – Stongde – Karshagompa – Padum 
Today is an easy driving tour of the cultural highlights of the Zanskar region. We drive to Stongde Village and visit the 
picturesque hill-top monastery built by Lama Marpa 950 years ago. After this we visit Karsha monastery, which is the 
largest in the whole region, founded by Lama Phagspa Sherap (the translator of Zanskar). This monastery commands 
a spectacular view down over the capital of Zanskar, Padum, and the peaks of the Greater Himalaya Range. 
After this we explore Padum (3570m) and overnight in our guesthouse. B.L.D. 
 
Day 27. Wed 11th Oct. Padum – Rangdum – Kargil 
A drive of 245kms today. Our route is via the awesome Suru Valley and its surrounding high peaks. We cross the Pensi 
La (4400m) and visit Rangdum Monsastery, built by Gelek Tashy Takpa in the 18th century. And maybe enjoy the cafes 
in Rangdum. The highest peaks in the Kargil district, Nun (7135m) and Kun (7077m) form the backdrop on our drive 
through the mainly Muslim villages to our hotel in Kargil. B.L.D. 
 
Day 28. Thu 12th Oct. Kargil – Mulbek – Leh 
Our 225km drive back to Leh will take around 7 hours, with a lunch stop along the way. Just out of Mulbek town is the 
Mulbek Monastery and a striking 9m high stature of Maitreya Buddha carved into the rock beside the road. B.L.D. 
 
Day 29. Fri 13th Oct. Leh – Chumathang – Tso Moriri – Korzok 
An early start for our 240 km pretty drive through the Indus Canyon, with lunch at Chumathang hot springs. We pass 
Namashang La (4960m) and descend to shimmering Tso Moriri Lake and on to Korzok Village (4550m). Keep an eye 



out for the nomadic Changthang settlements of this area. The evening is free to explore this delightful lake area. Dinner 
is in our guesthouse in Korzok. B.L.D. 
 
Day 30. Sat 14th Oct. Tso Moriri 
Today we kick back and enjoy this beguiling upland lake. There are several options today. Joe can take anyone keen for 
an early straightforward scramble up Korzok Peak (6050m) behind the village. This provides fantastic photo 
opportunities of the various high peaks all around and past the lakehead right into China. Other options are to explore 
the lake, Korzok Monastery and village. For independence, a packed lunch will be provided, with dinner on your return 
to the guesthouse. B.L.D. 
 
Day 31. Sun 15th Oct. Tso Moriri – Tso Kar Lake – Leh 
Our return journey to Leh is via the photogenic Tso Kar salt lake (4530m) and the Tanglang La (5328m). We have lunch 
at Upshi, and after around 233kms and a 7 – 8 hour day, we arrive for the final time at our Leh hotel. Tonight is our 
special “goodbye” dinner, and we say cheerio and thanks to Gyatso’s fine trekking staff. B.L.D. 
 
Day 32. Mon 16th Oct. Leh – Delhi – NZ 
After breakfast, return to Leh Airport for the flight back to Delhi and connecting onward flights home. B. 
 
Day 33. Tue 17th Oct. Arrive into Auckland 
Welcome home! 
 
 

Booking Conditions : FMC Travel Club And Travel Smart Napier 
 

1. The FMC Travel Club (FMC) offers this small group trip in conjunction with Travel Smart Napier (TSN). All travel 
arrangements for the operation of the core trip are made with TSN. Participants agree to all terms and 
conditions by signing the Registration Form.  

2. FMC and TSN are not responsible or liable for any injury, damage, loss, accident, delay or irregularity which 
may arise from weather, defect in any vehicle, vessel or aircraft, of through the acts or default of any person 
or company engaged in carrying out any of the arrangements of the trip. 

3. We reserve the right to cancel the trip if minimum numbers don’t eventuate. In such an event, all monies paid 
will be fully refunded. We also reserve the right to make any modifications that may be essential, or to offer a 
modified trip to a smaller number of people. 

4. The trip includes  a payment to FMC. 
5. Registrations are accepted in good faith on a first comers basis on receipt of the Registration Form. The 

deposit is $3000 per person and will be invoiced once a core minimum number of registrations have been 
received. This deposit covers the cost of the flights and securing land arrangements. Registrations close by 
31st March 2017 (or earlier if the trip fills) and final balance is due by 30th June 2017. All payments may be 
made by cash, cheque, EFTPOS, internet banking, visa or mastercard to the offices of TSN. All or any 
payments by Visa or Mastercard adds $150 to the final trip price. Our preferred method of payment is 
internet banking. Please use : 010685 0151601 00 at ANZ Napier. Heerlen Ltd T/A Travel Smart Napier (with 
a covering email). Cheques must be payable to Travel Smart Napier.   

6.  Events beyond our control such as currency fluctuations or any unforeseen additional costs may affect the 
overall trip price. We cannot guarantee the price until such times as full payment has been received. Upon full 
payment, the trip price is guaranteed. 

7. Cancellations. If you need to cancel your registration for any reason, you must advise TSN in writing as soon 
as possible. An email is acceptable, a phone call alone is not. Travel insurance will cover you for unforeseen 
circumstances but will not cover you for changing your mind after committing to the trip. Cancellation fees 
apply as follows : 

 Cancellations received from  1st April to 30th June 2017 incur a fee of $3000. 

 Cancellations received from 1st July 2017 onwards incur a fee of 100% of trip costs. 
8. Travel insurance is mandatory. We recommend QBE Travel Insurance and a brochure/application by email or 

post is available any time, just ask. You will receive a special FMC discount on the premium. Details of any 
travel insurance other than QBE must be provided before departure. For your own protection, travel insurance 
should be effective from 31st March 2017, the date that trip deposits become non-refundable. 



Registration Form – Ladakh 2017   
 

Complete and send to John Dobbs at TSN with a passport copy. Registrations ideally close by 31st March 2017 (or 
earlier if the trip fills). So your earliest commitment is appreciated. All or any payments by Visa or Mastercard adds 
$150 to the final trip price. Our preferred payment method is internet banking into : 010685 0151601 00 at ANZ 
Napier  (with covering email please). Do not send the deposit initially, this will be requested once a core minimum 
number of participants have registered. 
 
Your full name(s) as per passport(s) and please underline or highlight your preferred first name(s)……………………………... 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
Mailing address……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
Day phone…………………………………………….Night phone…………………………………………………Mobile…………………………………….. 

 
Email……………………………………………………………………………….Date(s) of birth………………………………………………………………….. 

 
What are your recent tramping experiences? How often do you tramp?  Please extend your answers overleaf or on 
separate paper, or by email. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Specify any dietary requirements, allergies or medical conditions………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
Contact person in NZ for any emergencies : name, address, contact phone numbers, email and the relationship to you. 
In the event of any emergency, this is the sole person you are authorizing us to liaise with 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
I/We have read the full trip dossier and I / We agree to pay all trip costs by due date, as advised by invoice. I / We 
understand that the final trip price is subject to minimum numbers and other cost impacts as detailed under the Booking 
Conditions section; therefore the final trip price cannot be guaranteed until such times as full payment has been made. 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….signed and dated by each person registering 
 
 
Send to : John Dobbs, FMC Travel Club Convenor 
Travel Smart Napier. 
Civic Court, Dickens Street, Napier 4110.  P :  06 8352222    E : john@tsnapier.co.nz 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:john@tsnapier.co.nz

